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(54) Bearings of the shaft of a hermetic compressor

(57) Disclosed herein is a hermetic compressor in-
cluding a hermetic container; a rotation drive unit provid-
ed at an inner portion of the hermetic container; a rotation
shaft combined with the rotation drive unit; a compressor
mechanism combined with the rotation shaft to inhale
and compress refrigerant; a first bearing fixed to the com-

pressor mechanism to support the rotation shaft; and a
second bearing fixed to the hermetic compressor to sup-
port an end portion located apart from the first bearing
on the rotation shaft, wherein a tolerance (C1) between
the second bearing and rotation shaft is 0.55-11.5 times
greater than a tolerance (C2) between the first bearing
and rotation shaft.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a hermetic compressor, and more particularly, to a hermetic compressor in
which bearings are provided at both upper and lower ends of the crank shaft.

2. Description of the related art

[0002] In general, a hermetic compressor is provided with a drive motor generating a driving force in an inner space
of the hermetic container, and a compressor mechanism operated in combination with the drive motor to compress
refrigerant. Furthermore, the hermetic compressor may be classified into a reciprocating type, a scroll type, a vibration
type, and the like. The reciprocating type, scroll type, or vibration type is a method of using a rotational force of the drive
motor, and the vibration type is a method of using a reciprocating motion of the drive motor.
[0003] The drive motor of the hermetic compressor using a rotational force in the foregoing hermetic compressor is
provided with a rotation shaft to transfer the rotational force of the drive motor to the compressor mechanism. For
instance, the drive motor of the rotary type hermetic compressor (hereinafter, rotary compressor) may include a stator
fixed to the hermetic container, a rotor inserted into the stator with a predetermined air gap to be rotated by interaction
with the stator, and a rotation shaft combined with the rotor to transfer a rotational force of the rotor to the compressor
mechanism. Furthermore, the compressor mechanism may include a compressor mechanism for inhaling, compressing,
and discharging refrigerant while rotating within a cylinder, and a plurality of bearing members supporting the compressor
mechanism while at the same time forming a compression space together with the cylinder. The bearing members are
arranged at a side of the drive motor to support the rotation shaft. However, in recent years, a high-performance com-
pressor has been introduced in which bearings are provided at both upper and lower ends of the rotation shaft to minimize
the vibration of the compressor.
[0004] In this manner, if bearings supporting the rotation shaft are added thereto, then a contact area between the
bearings and the rotation shaft is increased, and such an increased contact area also causes an increase of the friction
loss, The friction loss increases as increasing the operation speed of the compressor, and thus it is required to minimize
friction loss.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention is contrived to overcome the foregoing disadvantages in the related art, and it is a
technical task of the present invention to provide a hermetic compressor capable of minimizing friction loss.
[0006] So far, various attempts have been made to enhance the efficiency of a compressor, and thus various types
of compressors have been disclosed and used. However, as a means of enhancing the efficiency, for the most of them,
a shape or material of each constituent element constituting the compressor has been changed or a structure of the
compressor has been basically modified. Such means have, of course, contributed to some extent to an enhanced
efficiency of the compressor, but an increase of the cost has been inevitably accompanied by its redesign.
[0007] In other words, in addition to the increase of its material consumption amount due to structural change or the
reduction of its processability, the previously installed production facility should be replaced, and thus such attempts
have not been applicable to compressors in production. Taking this into account, the present inventors have contrived
a compressor capable of minimizing friction loss due to added bearings without changing a structure of the existing
compressor in a large scale.
[0008] In general, there are various factors having an effect on the lubrication performance of bearings. Taking the
example of a journal bearing similar to the bearing applicable to a hermetic compressor, among those factors, a viscosity
(η) of lubricant, a number (N) of rotations of the rotating shaft, and a pressure (P) per unit area applied to the rotation
shaft may be taken into consideration as the relatively important factors.
[0009] Furthermore, the lubrication type of a journal bearing may be classified as follows.

- Hydrodynamic lubrication

[0010] Hydrodynamic lubrication refers to a case where the contact surface is completely separated by lubricant. In
this case, all the loads acting on the contact surface are supported by hydraulic pressure generated by a relative
movement of the contact surface. Accordingly, the abrasion of the contact surface is very small and friction loss is made
only within a lubrication film. The minimum thickness at the time of hydraulic lubrication is about 0.008-0.020 mm, and
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the friction coefficient is in the range of 0.002-0.01.

- Mixed-film lubrication

[0011] Mixed-film lubrication refers to lubrication in which intermittent contact of the protrusions on the contact surface
is mixed with partial hydrodynamic lubrication. Here, the friction coefficient is in the range of 0.004-0.10 and it is accom-
panied by a little abrasion of the contact surface.

- Boundary lubrication

[0012] Boundary lubrication refers to lubrication in which lubricant oil is continuously supplied to the contact surface
while continuous and heavy surface contact occurs, thereby forming a surface film capable of reducing friction and
abrasion on the contact surface. In this case, the friction coefficient is in the range of 0.05-0.20.
[0013] Among the foregoing types of lubrication, when it is in a hydrodynamic lubrication state, friction loss can be
minimized, thereby maximizing the efficiency. Furthermore, what type of lubrication is carried out among the types of
lubrication may be determined by the aforementioned factors. A Stribeck curve showing the relationship between those
three factors and friction coefficient is illustrated in FIG. 1. In the Stribeck curve, ηN/P is called a bearing characteristic
value, and the effect of the bearing characteristic value on lubrication performance will be described as follows.

- Viscosity

[0014] As viscosity increases, the rotation speed for making hydrodynamic lubrication at a given load is reduced.
However, a viscosity higher than required for performing hydrodynamic lubrication may increase power required for
shearing an oil film while rotating the shaft and thus increases friction.

- Rotation speed

[0015] As rotation speed increases, the viscosity for performing hydrodynamic lubrication is reduced. However, once
hydrodynamic lubrication has been carried out, then increasing rotation speed is accompanied with the increased work
of shearing an oil film and thus increases friction.

- Bearing unit load

[0016] As bearing unit load decreases, the rotation speed and viscosity required for performing hydrodynamic lubri-
cation is reduced. However, a certain amount of force is required for shearing an oil film, and thus frictional force is not
reduced even when load is continuously reduced. So, frictional force increases.
[0017] The viscosity and rotation speed of those factors are determined by the kind of lubricant applied to the com-
pressor and the condition of the system in which the compressor is used, and thus hydrodynamic lubrication can be
carried out by obtaining a structure capable of minimizing the bearing unit load, thereby promoting an increase of the
efficiency.
[0018] The present invention is contrived to solve the foregoing problems in the related art through the research results
of the present inventors, and according to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a hermetic compressor
including a hermetic container; a rotation drive unit provided at an inner portion of the hermetic container; a rotation shaft
combined with the rotation drive unit; a compressor mechanism combined with the rotation shaft to inhale and compress
refrigerant; a first bearing fixed to the compressor mechanism to support the rotation shaft; and a second bearing fixed
to the hermetic compressor to support an end portion located apart from the first bearing on the rotation shaft, wherein
when a tolerance between the second bearing and rotation shaft is C1 and a tolerance between the first bearing and
rotation shaft is C2, the compressor satisfies the relation of 0.55 ≤ C1/C2 ≤ 11.5.
[0019] The present inventors knew that hydrodynamic lubrication can be easily achieved when tolerances at each
bearing are not individually specified but two tolerances satisfy a particular relation by observing that the lubrication state
at one bearing may have an effect on the lubrication state at the other bearing, between two bearings supporting one
rotation shaft. Taking this into consideration, as a result of an experiment, it was confirmed that smooth lubrication may
be achieved at an upper bearing if 0.55 ≤ C1/C2 ≤ 11.5 is satisfied when a tolerance between the second bearing and
rotation shaft is C1 and a tolerance between the first bearing and rotation shaft is C2. If C1/C2 is less than 0.55, then a
tolerance between the second bearing and rotation shaft is too small, thereby causing difficulty in assembly as well as
resulting in locking in the bearing. Moreover, the minimum oil film thickness is reduced and thus hydrodynamic lubrication
cannot be carried out and it is highly possible to perform boundary lubrication. In particular, the rotation shaft having a
crankshaft type generates eccentricity while being rotated, and such eccentricity increases as increasing the length of
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the rotation shaft. Accordingly, taking the eccentricity of the crankshaft or the like into account, the value of C1/C2 is
preferably equal to or greater than 0.55.
[0020] On the contrary, when C1/C2 exceeds 11.5, the required amount of lubricant increases due to an increase of
the gap though it is included in a hydrodynamic lubrication region. Accordingly, friction coefficient rather increases in an
operating region where the supply of lubricant is not smoothly made and thus rapid heating may be generated, thereby
causing an abrasion of the rotation shaft.
[0021] As a result, when C1/C2 is 0.55 to 11.5, a smooth lubrication can be achieved to enhance efficiency and reduce
friction coefficient, thereby having an advantage in the aspect of performance and reliability. Here, it may be possible
to satisfy the relation of C1 ≥C2.
[0022] Furthermore, when the compressor may further include a third bearing supporting an end portion located near
to the first bearing, and a tolerance between the third bearing and rotation shaft is C3, it may be possible to satisfy the
relation of C1 ≥C2 ≥C3.
[0023] Furthermore, the compressor mechanism may include a cylinder configured to inhale and compress refrigerant,
and the first and the third bearing may be provided to be closely adhered to both end portions of the cylinder, respectively.
[0024] Furthermore, a support frame is additionally provided within the hermetic container, and the second bearing
may be fixed to the support frame.
[0025] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a hermetic compressor including a
hermetic container; a rotation shaft rotatably provided within the hermetic container; a compressor mechanism driven
by the rotation shaft to compress refrigerant; and at least two bearing configured to support the rotation shaft, wherein
when a tolerance between the compressor mechanism and the rotation shaft of the bearing located to be relatively
separated from the compressor mechanism is C1, and a tolerance between the compressor mechanism and the rotation
shaft of the bearing located to be relatively adjacent to the compressor mechanism is C2, the compressor satisfies the
relation of 0.55 ≤C1/C2 ≤11.5.
[0026] Here, it may be possible to satisfy the relation C2 ≤C1.
[0027] According to the aspects of the present invention having the foregoing configuration, friction loss may be
minimized to minimize the loss of the efficiency.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further understanding of the invention and are
incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with the
description serve to explain the principles of the invention.
[0029] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a graph illustrating a Stribeck curve at a journal bearing;
FIG. 2 is a graph illustrating a hermetic compressor according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view along the line I-I of FIG. 2; and
FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating the relation of an input amount based on a C1/C2 ratio.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0030] Hereinafter, a hermetic compressor according to an embodiment of the present invention will be described in
detail with reference to an embodiment of the rotary compressor illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
[0031] As illustrated in FIG. 2, in a rotary compressor according to the present disclosure, a drive motor 200 generating
a driving force is provided at an upper side of the inner space 101 of the hermetic container 100, and a compressor
mechanism 300 compressing refrigerant by power generated from the drive motor 200 is provided at a lower side of the
inner space 101 of the hermetic container 100, and a lower bearing 400 and an upper bearing 500 supporting a crankshaft
230 as a rotation shaft which will be described later are provided at a lower side and an upper side of the drive motor
200, respectively.
[0032] The hermetic container 100 may include a container body 110 in which the drive motor 200 and the compressor
mechanism 300 are provided, an upper cap (hereinafter, a first cap) 120 covering an upper opening end (hereinafter, a
first opening end) 111 of the container body 110, and a lower cap (hereinafter, a second cap) 130 covering a lower
opening end (hereinafter, a second opening end) 112 of the container body 110.
[0033] The container body 110 is formed in a cylindrical shape, and a suction pipe 140 is penetrated and combined
with a circumferential surface of the lower portion of the container body 110, and the suction pipe is directly connected
to a suction port (not shown) provided in a cylinder 310 which will be described later.
[0034] An edge of the first cap 120 is bent to be welded and combined with a first opening end 111 of the container
body 110. Furthermore, a discharge pipe 150 for guiding refrigerant discharged from the compressor mechanism 300
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to an inner space 101 of the hermetic container 100 to a freezing cycle is penetrated and combined with a central portion
of the first cap 120.
[0035] An edge of the second cap 130 is bent to be welded and combined with a second opening end 112 of the
container body 110.
[0036] The drive motor 200 may include a stator 210 shrink-fitted and fixed to an inner circumferential surface of the
hermetic container 100, a rotor 220 rotatably arranged at an inner portion of the execution controller 210, and a crankshaft
230 shrink-fitted to the rotator 220 to transfer a rotational force of the drive motor 200 to the compressor mechanism
300 while being rotated therewith.
[0037] For the stator 210, a plurality of stator sheets are laminated at a predetermined height, and a coil 240 is wound
on the teeth provided at an inner circumferential surface thereof.
[0038] The rotor 220 is arranged with a predetermined air gap on an inner circumferential surface of the stator 210
and the crankshaft 230 is inserted into a central portion thereof with a shrink-fit coupling and combined to form an integral
body.
[0039] The crankshaft 230 may include a shaft portion 231 combined with the rotor 220, and an eccentric portion 232
eccentrically formed at a lower end portion of the shaft portion 231 to be combined with a rolling piston which will be
described later. Furthermore, an oil passage 233 is penetrated and formed in an axial direction at an inner portion of
the crankshaft 230 to suck up oil of the hermetic container 100.
[0040] The compressor mechanism 300 may include a cylinder 310 provided within the hermetic container 100, a
rolling piston 320 rotatably combined with an eccentric portion 232 of the crankshaft 230 to compress refrigerant while
being revolved in a compression space of the cylinder 310, a vein 330 movably combined with the cylinder 310 in a
radial direction such that a sealing surface at one side thereof to be brought into contact with an outer circumferential
surface of the rolling piston 320 to partition a compression space (no reference numeral) of the cylinder 310 into a suction
chamber and a discharge chamber, and a vein spring 340 formed of a compression spring to elastically support a rear
side of the vein 330.
[0041] The cylinder 310 is formed in a ring shape, a suction port (not shown) connected to the suction pipe is formed
at a side of the cylinder 310, a vein slot 311 with which the vein 330 is slidably combined is formed at a circumferential-
direction side of the suction port, and a discharge guide groove (not shown) communicated with a discharge port 413
provided in an upper bearing which will be described later is formed at a circumferential-direction side of the vein slot 311.
[0042] The lower bearing 400 may included an upper side bearing 410 welded and combined with the hermetic
container 100 while covering an upper side of the cylinder 310 to support the crankshaft 230 in an axial and radial
direction, and a lower side bearing 420 welded and combined with the hermetic container 100 while covering an lower
side of the cylinder 310 to support the crankshaft 230 in an axial and radial direction. As illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3, the
upper bearing 500 may include a frame 510 welded and combined with an inner circumferential surface of the hermetic
container 100 at an upper side of the stator 210, and a housing 520 combined with the frame 510 to be rotatably combined
with the crankshaft 230.
[0043] The frame is formed in a ring shape, and a fixed protrusion 511 protruded at a predetermined height to be
welded to the container body 110 is formed on a circumferential surface thereof. The fixed protrusion 511 is formed to
have a predetermined arc angle with an interval of 120 degrees approximately along a circumferential direction.
[0044] The housing 520 is formed with support protrusions 521 with an interval of about 120 degrees to support the
frame 510 at three points, a bearing protrusion 522 is formed to be protruded downward at a central portion of the support
protrusions 521, thereby allowing an upper end of the crankshaft 230 to be inserted and supported. A bearing bush 530
may be combined or a ball bearing may be combined with the bearing protrusion 522.
[0045] Non-described reference numeral 250 in the drawing is an oil feeder.
[0046] A rotary compressor having the foregoing configuration according to the present disclosure will be operated
as follows.
[0047] In other words, when power is applied to the stator 210 of the drive motor 200 to rotate the rotor 220, the
crankshaft 230 is rotated while both ends thereof is supported by the lower bearing 400 and the upper bearing 500.
Then, the crankshaft 230 transfers a rotational force of the drive motor 200 to the compressor mechanism 300, and the
rolling piston 320 is eccentrically rotated in the compression space in the compressor mechanism 300. Then, the vein
330 compresses refrigerant while forming a compression space together with the rolling piston 320 to be discharged to
an inner space 101 of the hermetic container 100.
[0048] At this time, while the crankshaft 230 is rotated at a high speed the oil feeder 250 provided at a lower end
thereof pumps oil filled in an oil storage portion of the hermetic container 100, and the oil is sucked up through the oil
passage 233 of the crankshaft 230 to lubricate each bearing surface.
[0049] On the other hand, a predetermined tolerance is provided between the crankshaft 230 and each bearing. For
the relation therebetween, when an inner diameter of the bearing bush 530 of the upper bearing 500 is D1, a diameter
of the crankshaft 230 is D2, an inner diameter of the upper side bearing 410 is D3, and a diameter of the crankshaft 230
at an inner portion of the upper side bearing 410 is D4, the value C1 is defined by D1 - D2, the value C2 is defined by
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D3 - D4, and the values C1 and C2 are set to satisfy the following condition. 

[0050] In other words, a tolerance at the upper bearing 500 is set to be 0.55 to 11.5 times greater than a tolerance at
the upper side bearing 410, and hydrodynamic lubrication is carried out at the upper bearing 500 in this range.

Example 1) In case of C1/C2 = 0.55

[0051] When C1/C2 is set to 0.55, a lubrication state at the upper bearing 500 was checked for the following example.
Number of rotation (N) : 60 rpm
Oil viscosity (η) : 0.00000000083 Ns/m2

Average load within bearing (Pm) : 0.0499 N/m2

Bearing radius (R) : 7.15 mm
Upper bearing tolerance (C1) : 0.0055 mm
[0052] In the above condition, the Sommerfelt number (S0) is calculated as follows. 

[0053] Using the obtained Sommerfelt number (So) as described above, an eccentricity of the crankshaft within the
upper bearing while being rotated is obtained as follows. 

[0054] Here,
C0 = -6.733511 e-2+5,953856e-2*(L/D)-7.877801e-3*(L/D)2

C1 = 0.0173906-4.3371078*(L/D)-0.41195896*(L/D)2

C2 = 2.0091537+0.5112015*(L/D)+4.083148*(L/D)2

C3 = -6.32445-t-7.878233*(L/D)-7.09259*(L.D)2

C4 = 4.081927-6.025585*(L/D)+3.665192*(L/D)2

L : Length of crankshaft, D : Diameter of crankshaft
[0055] If the eccentricity (X) is obtained by using the above equations, then X = 1.014, and if the minimum oil film
thickness (hm) is obtained by using the obtained eccentricity, then 

[0056] Here, when the minimum oil film thickness has a negative (-) value, it means that an oil film cannot be formed
since a tolerance between the crankshaft and the bearing is small, and it also means that the shaft cannot be supported
by an oil film to be brought into contact with the bearing if load is applied to the shaft. In other words, it means that
boundary lubrication is carried out. However, taking an arithmetic error due to approximation into account, the above
value is actually close to zero, and the Sommerfelt number is above 1.7, and thus it is seen that the compressor has a
sufficient condition to perform hydrodynamic lubrication. Accordingly, if C1/C2 is determined to be 0.55, then it means
that the compressor is located at a boundary between boundary lubrication and hydrodynamic lubrication.

Example 2) C1/C2 = 11.5

[0057] For another example, if C1/C2 is set to 11.5, then the Sommerfelt number (So) is 0.039 based on the foregoing
equations, and the eccentricity (X) is calculated as 0.958. In this case, the minimum oil film thickness (hm) is calculated
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as 0.0047 mm.
[0058] In this case, the Sommerfelt number is relatively low, but the minimum oil film thickness is 4.7 Pm and thus a
sufficient oil film may be formed between the crankshaft and the bearing. Due to this, the shaft is supported by the oil
film even if load is applied to the shaft, and thus the shaft and bearing are not brought into contact with each other. In
other words, in this case, it is seen that the compressor falls under a complete lubrication region.
[0059] On the other hand, FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating a variation of an input work (compression work) based on the
C1/C2 value. As illustrated in the drawing, when the C1/C2 value is less than 1 or greater than 11.5, then it is seen that
input work is rapidly increased. In other words, hydrodynamic lubrication may be carried out at the upper bearing when
the Equation 1 is satisfied, but it is advantageous that the C1/C2 value is in the range of 1 to 11.5 when a variation of
input work is taken into account.

Claims

1. A hermetic compressor, comprising:

a hermetic container:

a rotation shaft rotatably provided within the hermetic container and supported at at least two points; and
a first and a second bearing configured to rotatably support the rotation shaft within the hermetic container,
wherein when a radial-direction load applied to the first bearing is greater than that of the second bearing,
and a tolerance between the second bearing and the rotation shaft is C1, and a tolerance between the first
bearing and the rotation shaft is C2, the compressor satisfies the relation of 0.55 ≤C1/C2 ≤11.5.

2. The hermetic compressor of claim 1, herein
a compressor mechanism for inhaling and compressing a fluid is disposed adjacent to the first bearing.

3. The hermetic compressor of claim 2, wherein
a transmission mechanism for rotatably driving the compressor mechanism is disposed adjacent to the second
bearing.

4. The hermetic compressor of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the compressor satisfies the relation of C2 ≤ C1.

5. The hermetic compressor of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein a frame is additionally provided within the hermetic
container, and
the second bearing is fixed to the frame.

6. The hermetic compressor of claim 5, wherein the frame is disposed at an upper portion of the transmission mech-
anism.

7. The hermetic compressor of claim 6, wherein the compressor mechanism comprises:

a rolling piston eccentrically provided at the rotation shaft; and
a cylinder configured to accommodate the rolling piston therewithin and form a compression space,
wherein the first bearing is disposed at an upper portion of the rolling piston and cylinder.

8. The hermetic compressor of claim 7, further comprising:

a third bearing disposed at a lower portion of the rolling piston and cylinder.

9. The hermetic compressor of claim 7 or 8, wherein the first bearing is fixed in the state of adjoining an inner circum-
ferential surface of the hermetic container.

10. The hermetic compressor of any of claims 5 to 9, wherein a housing is additionally provided at a central portion of
the frame, and the second bearing is provided at an inner portion of the housing.

11. The hermetic compressor of claim 10, wherein the frame is welded and fixed to an inner circumferential surface of
the hermetic container.
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